Benefits for Grounded Feedback over Correctness in a Fraction Addition Tutor
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Abstract
Do students activate conceptual and procedural knowledge simultaneously when learning fraction addition? In grounded feedback, student actions on a target, to-be-learned representation are reflected in a more familiar feedback representation to promote conceptual learning within procedural practice. An experiment with 163 4th and 5th graders shows improved learning with a grounded feedback tutor over a symbols-only control with step-level right/wrong feedback. Learning with grounding also transferred to symbols-only assessment items, providing some support for the simultaneous activation view.
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Introduction
Math and science are often communicated with abstract symbols. Learning these domains involves fluently using these symbols and correctly applying conceptual principles to them. How might a second representation provide grounding for learning a symbolic representation? Grounded feedback is based on the common characteristics of tutor designs that were previously shown to be successful: students manipulate a to-be-learned representation, while a linked representation reflects those inputs in a more accessible form (Mathan & Koedinger, 2005; Nathan, 1998). This feedback aims to take the less-familiar representation that the student is learning and ground it both in another representation and in the student’s prior knowledge. We hypothesize that grounded feedback allows the student to apply her prior conceptual knowledge to the more-familiar feedback representation and then decide if her work with the to-be-learned representation is correct. This hypothesis follows from Ohlsson’s theory of learning from performance errors: learners identify errors when there is a discrepancy between what the learner expects and what actually happens (Ohlsson, 1996). Grounded feedback provides the context in which the discrepancy can occur. For example, a learner may guess that 1/10 is larger than 1/4 because 10 is bigger than 4. Comparing two equal-sized rectangles, one with 1/10 and one with 1/4 shaded should alert the learner to his error: he expects 1/10 to have more shaded, but sees that it has less. The more accessible rectangle representation serves to disambiguate the meaning of the symbolic representation (Ainsworth, 1999). Importantly, in grounded feedback students do not directly manipulate the more accessible representation. Transfer between symbolic and non-symbolic representations is difficult for students (Uttal et al., 2013), likely because the cognitive demands of working in each type of representation are different (Sarama & Clements, 2009). Therefore, while grounded feedback includes an accessible representation to facilitate sense making and self-evaluation, having students act directly on the to-be-learned representation encourages transfer. Specifically, this grounded feedback tutor teaches fraction addition, and students act directly on the symbolic fractions.

Solving a fraction addition problem correctly may involve at least two steps: rejecting incorrect strategies and using the correct strategy. The most common incorrect strategy for fraction addition problems is the independent whole number strategy (Ni & Zhou, 2005). To execute this strategy, students independently add the numerators and denominators of the addends to get a final answer. For example, when adding 1/2 and 1/3, students incorrectly executing the independent whole number strategy would get the answer 2/5. 2/5 is less than the expected sum. In fact, it’s even less than one of the addends (1/2). 34% of fraction addition and fraction subtraction problems resulted in errors due to the use of the independent whole number strategy for 6th and 8th graders (Siegler, Thompson, & Schneider, 2011). Grounded feedback can help students realize why the independent whole number strategy is incorrect (i.e., it results in a magnitude-incongruent answer) and why the correct strategy is correct (i.e., it results in a magnitude-congruent answer).

How might fraction magnitude knowledge and fraction arithmetic knowledge be related? The dynamic view proposes the two are independent and become progressively more so over time (Anderson, 1983). In contrast, the simultaneous activation view argues that arithmetic computation errors are the product of a lack of relevant concepts being simultaneously activated to reduce implausible solutions (in this case, magnitude knowledge; Hiebert, 1987). To test these two views, Byrnes and Wasik (1991) ran two studies to establish temporal precedence between fraction magnitude knowledge and fraction arithmetic knowledge and empirically intervene to teach...
fraction arithmetic knowledge with or without magnitude. Results showed that teaching with magnitude did not improve learning above a purely procedural approach. Students made arithmetic errors despite having an abundance of magnitude knowledge, suggesting they had the conceptual knowledge to reject the arithmetic errors, but were not bringing that knowledge to bear, as the simultaneous view would suggest. However, while the magnitude instruction included a demonstration of using fraction bars and coordinating between the two representations, students did not actually practice this skill themselves. Coordinating the fraction bars and fraction symbols is not trivial for students (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2013), and this coordination may be a pre-requisite skill for the activation of conceptual knowledge in a procedural context. To that end, the grounded feedback condition includes pre-instruction on interpreting the fraction bars, and the grounded feedback tutor showed students the magnitudes of the converted fractions and sums that they were proposing. The dynamic magnitude representations were intended to help students bring their existing magnitude knowledge to bear while practicing the procedure. Our experiment supports this notion, as the grounded feedback students matched the control students on fraction addition gains while outperforming them on more conceptual questions.

A previous experiment comparing grounded feedback to a symbols-only control (the correctness tutor) found similar pretest to posttest gains for both conditions, though the grounded condition had greater pre-test to delayed gains (Wiese, 2015). One explanation for why the grounded condition did not outperform the control was that grounded students often seemed unable to correctly interpret and integrate both representations (Ainsworth, 1999; Wiese, 2015). The current experiment investigates if pre-instruction on the feedback representation and a longer intervention time can lead to greater learning gains relative to a control.

**Grounded Feedback for Fraction Addition**

Figure 1 shows a screenshot from the grounded feedback tutor, constructed with CTAT (Aleven, McLaren, Sewall, & Koedinger, 2006). Students input numbers at the bottom of the interface, while fraction bars reflect the converted and sum fractions in a more concrete form. The fraction bars aim to ground the symbolic fractions by making their magnitude more salient. In addition, the grounding relies on students’ prior knowledge of equivalence: equivalent fractions have the same magnitude, so equivalent fraction bars have the same amount colored in. Grounded feedback allows students to see the consequences of their errors and thus may promote students’ evaluation of their own work (e.g., a student may guess that 8/24 + 9/24 = 17/48, but the fraction bars show 17/48 is too small). While the grounded feedback tutor offers on-demand text hints, it does not provide step-level right/wrong feedback, and does not prevent students from erasing correct inputs. A previous experiment compared this tutor to a correctness tutor, which did not include fraction bars but did provide immediate step-level feedback (correct inputs were colored green and incorrect inputs were colored red) (Wiese, 2015). In the correctness tutor, students were not permitted to change correct inputs. With both tutors, students were required to solve the current problem correctly before moving on.

**Prior Research on the Grounded Feedback Tutor**

Prior work found that students learned from the grounded feedback tutor, but also indicated that students found the feedback unclear. Participants in a think-aloud study used the fraction bar feedback to identify and fix mistakes (Stampfer, Long, Aleven, & Koedinger, 2011) and a classroom study with 5th graders found learning benefits (Wiese, 2015). However, those students did not use the fraction bars effectively - they often clicked the “done” button when the fraction bars did not line up (Wiese, 2015). A follow-up study assessed how well 5th graders could evaluate fraction addition equations when fraction bars were provided as scaffolds. Equations were presented in four formats: three included fraction bars, and one was a numbers-only control (Fig. 2) (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2013). Students saw one correct and one incorrect equation in each format, and were asked to indicate if the equation was true or false. Incorrect sums were obtained by adding the numerators and denominators independently. The average of students’ scores with the numbers-only format was 21%, far below their performance with the fraction bars. Still, performance with the fraction bars was low: 79% with the pictures-only format, 64% with pictures and numbers, and 46% with half pictures and numbers (Stampfer & Koedinger, 2013). These scores indicate that, while the fraction bars improve performance, they are not enough for students to reliably determine when an equation is correct or not, explaining students’ confusion with the tutor.

**Pre-Instruction on the Fraction Bar Representation**

To help students interpret the fraction bar representations, the current grounded feedback tutor includes up-front instruction on the fraction bars. The instruction consists of multiple-choice problems, beginning with questions on fraction equivalence (expected to be within students’ prior knowledge; Stampfer & Koedinger, 2013) and gradually fading in the addition operations and fraction symbols. This progression is based on concreteness fading (Fyfe, McNeil, Son, & Goldstone, 2014). Students were given immediate
correctness feedback and on-demand hints. Sample problems are shown in Figs. 3-5.

**Experiment: Grounded vs. Correctness**

This experiment compared learning with the grounded and correctness feedback tutors, using a pretest-intervention-posttest design. Both tutors included the same brief instruction on using the tutor software and on fraction addition. The grounded feedback tutor included the pre-instruction on fraction bars.

**Materials, Participants, and Procedures**

The 29-question pre- and posttests included 12 symbolic fraction addition items and 9 evaluation items that proposed a fraction addition equation and asked if the sum was correct, too big, or too small (3 each of pictures only, numbers only, and both pictures and numbers). Answers were scored 1 if correct and 0 otherwise. Two matched tests (same problem types, different numbers) were counterbalanced, question order was determined randomly, and half of the tests were given in reversed question order.

194 students from 9 classes at a local public school participated in the experiment (60 4th graders and 134 5th graders). The school tracked students by achievement, and teachers identified their classes as high (3), average (5), or low (1). 31 students were removed from the sample because they were absent during the pre- or posttest, or they spent less than 45 minutes on their assigned tutor, leaving 163 students (78 grounded, 85 correctness). The experiment took place at the school during class time over four consecutive days. All random assignment was within-class. Students were given a 15-minute pretest, worked with a randomly assigned tutor for up to 80 minutes, and then took a 15-minute posttest the next day. The tests were administered on a computer and students could not return to previously answered questions.

**Results**

Table 1: Average scores (and standard deviations) for overall tests and subtests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Addition</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>.43 (.20)</td>
<td>.32 (.27)</td>
<td>.42 (.26)</td>
<td>.60 (.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>.59 (.22)</td>
<td>.49 (.30)</td>
<td>.63 (.26)</td>
<td>.69 (.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>.42 (.19)</td>
<td>.35 (.26)</td>
<td>.42 (.23)</td>
<td>.57 (.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>.63 (.22)</td>
<td>.55 (.32)</td>
<td>.69 (.23)</td>
<td>.71 (.22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did the grounded condition learn more than the correctness condition? Overall, yes. Table 1 shows the average scores for the overall pre- and posttests and for the
three subtests, by condition. To test that pretest differences were not significant, an ANOVA was run on pretest score, with pretest order, pretest form, class tracking level, and condition as fixed factors, and class as a random factor. The first model included all main effects and two-way interactions. After removing non-significant interactions and main effects, the final model included a marginal effect for order (p = .07), a marginal order by pretest form interaction (p = .08) and a significant class by pretest form interaction (p = .04). Condition was not significant (p = .7). Paired samples t-tests show all within-condition differences from pre- to posttest are significant (p < .01). To test if condition had a significant effect on learning, we re-ran the final model, this time on posttest score, with pretest score as a covariate. The first model included all two-way interactions with pretest score. After removing non-significant interactions and main effects, the final model included class and total pretest score as significant main effects (both p < .01) and condition as a marginal main effect (p = .065), in favor of grounded feedback. The same tests were repeated on the addition and evaluation subtests – condition was not significant in either case.

How did transfer from the grounded tutor to a symbols-only assessment compare to transfer from the symbols-only tutor to a dual-representation assessment? To determine if there were condition differences for scores on the numbers only and pictures and numbers evaluation items, a MANOVA was run on the posttest scores for each scaffold type, with corresponding pretest scores as covariates and class and condition as fixed factors. The condition by class interaction was not significant in the multivariate test so the model was re-run without it. Multivariate tests showed pretest scores and class were significant (p < .04), as was condition (p = .047), in favor of grounded feedback. Condition was significant on the posttest score for the pictures and numbers scaffold (p = .015, again in favor of grounding), but not for the numbers only scaffold. Figure 6 shows the estimated marginal means for the two scaffold types, by condition.

![Figure 6: Estimated marginal means for posttest evaluation items that included numbers, with 95% confidence intervals (y-axis is from .4 to .8).](image)

**Did Students Learn from the Fraction Bar Pre-Instruction?** The fraction bar instruction aimed to help students interpret the grounded feedback. One measure of success is how often students pressed the “done” button when the proposed sum differed from the correct some by more than .1 on average .16 times per problem (.34 on average for the first 20 problems, compared to .99 for the 20 problems in the previous study; Wiese, 2015). Another measure of learning comes from a two-question pre- and posttest bracketing the pre-instruction. Similar to the question shown in Fig. 5, the test questions proposed a fraction addition equation with the fractions represented both symbolically and as fraction bars. Students indicated if the proposed sum was correct, too big, or too small. These pre- and posttests included one true equation and one false equation, where the sum was obtained by adding the numerators and denominators independently. Both before and after instruction, the average score was 63% correct. Errors were categorized as whole number error, other error, or skipped. A whole number error indicates incorrect transfer from whole number addition: answering ‘correct’ to a sum obtained by adding the numerators and denominators of the addends, and answering ‘too big’ to the correct sum. Answers that were not correct or whole number errors were coded as other. Table 2 shows the proportion of each error at the fraction bar pre- and posttest (this table includes the 95 students who completed this section, not just the 78 grounded students included in the other analyses).

### Table 2: Proportion of correct answers and error types for the fraction bar pre- and posttest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Whole Number Error</th>
<th>Other Error</th>
<th>Skipped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Pearson correlations between error types on evaluation items and performance on free-response fraction addition items. *p < .03

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response on Fraction Addition Items</th>
<th>Whole Number Error</th>
<th>Other Error</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Correct</td>
<td>-.42*</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Whole-Number Error</td>
<td>.31*</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the fraction bar instruction, students had fewer whole number errors. To determine if one type of error indicates better understanding, we examined correlations between each type of error and proficiency at fraction addition problems. The study pretest included two evaluation questions that were isomorphic to those used in the fraction bar pre- and posttest, and 12 free-response symbolic fraction addition problems. For this analysis we include students who saw both of the evaluation questions, and calculated scores and error rates on the addition items based on the questions that students saw (i.e., disregarding questions that students ran out of time for). Table 3 shows the correlations between occurrence of each error type and (1) score on the fraction addition items and (2) rates of student-generated whole-number errors on the addition items. These results show that correct responses on the evaluation items are correlated positively with correct responses on the fraction addition items and correlated negatively with whole-number errors on the fraction addition items.
addition items; the reverse is true for whole-number errors on the evaluation items.

Case Studies: Using Grounded Feedback
Is grounded feedback easier to work with than correctness feedback? On average, students in the grounded condition solved fewer fraction addition problems (38 vs. 74 for correctness), took longer per problem (65 seconds per problem vs. 40), and requested more hints per problem (1.4 vs. 0.4), indicating that grounded feedback was more difficult.

How did students make use of the grounded feedback? Log data suggests two pathways: responding to the grounded feedback directly to diagnose and correct errors, and using grounded feedback to decide when to ask for a hint. Figures 7-8 illustrate the first strategy for a student converting 3/8 to 24ths. The student is adding 1/3 and 3/8, and gets a hint for the denominator of the first fraction that said to multiply 3 by 8. The student correctly chose to multiply 8 by 3 to get the denominator for the second fraction, but then decided to multiply the numerator by 6. Figure 7 shows the student’s interface at this point. The grounded feedback shows that 18/24 is bigger than 3/8. Next, the student tries 10 as a numerator (still to big), and then 9 (Fig. 8). After the grounded feedback shows that 9/24 equals 3/8, the student updates the multiplication area to show 3 x 3 = 9. In this case, the student does not seem able to find the equivalent fraction using symbols alone: the student does not begin by multiplying the numerator and denominator by 3. Instead, the student appears to use the grounded feedback to inform a guess-and-check strategy,

![Figure 7: The grounded feedback tutor. The student is converting 3/8 to 24ths](image)

identifying the direction of the error and correctly deciding when that part of the problem is complete (after converting the second fraction, the student moves on to the sum).

In other cases, the feedback may facilitate learning from hints. In one example, a student adding 4/9 and 1/9 entered 5/18 for the sum (the whole-number error). The student seems to interpret the feedback as showing an error, but appears unsure of how to fix it. Instead of pressing the done button or guessing, the student asks for hints until the answer is provided. On the next problem, the student converts the addends incorrectly, and then uses the whole-number strategy on the converted fractions, again asking for a hint only after entering the incorrect sum (perhaps the student pays more attention to the addition section of the interface than the converting sections, or the student might not realize that the converted fractions should be equivalent to the addends). This student does not attempt the whole-number strategy on any subsequent problems. Here, the grounded feedback appears to have shaken this student’s confidence in that incorrect strategy, perhaps facilitating acceptance of the correct strategy offered in the hints.

Discussion
Correctness feedback is easier to work with than grounded feedback, indicated by students solving many more correctness problems, spending less time per problem, and requesting fewer hints on each problem. How does the additional difficulty of grounded feedback affect learning? The marginal significance in favor of grounded feedback on overall learning and the non-significant difference on the addition subtest indicates that grounded feedback is no worse than correctness. The differences in learning on the evaluation items with pictures and numbers also suggest that the additional difficulties in grounded feedback are desirable. Those items include the same representations present in the grounded tutor. The numbers-only evaluation items only included the symbolic representation present in the correctness tutor. Therefore, the pictures and numbers items can be considered target items for the grounded students while the numbers only items are transfer, and visa versa for the correctness students. With this view, the grounded feedback students were better than the correctness students at transferring their knowledge to the less-familiar format: Grounded students scored just as well on the numbers only problems as the correctness students, while outperforming them on the pictures and numbers items. At the very least, the similar performance of both conditions on the fraction addition items and numbers only evaluation items shows that including the fraction bars during learning did not impede students’ performance with numbers on the posttest.

Did students learn from the fraction bar tutorial? Scores on the evaluation items bracketing the pre-instruction did not change. However, students decreased their rates of whole number errors, switching to other errors instead. Whole number errors are negatively correlated with solving symbolic fraction addition problems correctly and are positively correlated with adding both numerators and denominators independently on such problems, while other errors are not correlated with either behavior. Therefore,
whole number errors appear to be more harmful than other
ersors, and a decrease in whole number errors suggests that
students benefitted from the tutorial.

These results indicate that a longer intervention time (80
vs. 40 minutes) and the inclusion of fraction bar pre-
struction addressed the shortcomings of the grounded
condition in the previous study (Wiese, 2015). Still, the case
studies point to further areas for improvement. Even with
the grounded feedback, students do not always seem to
recognize when their work is incorrect (e.g., a student may
recognize when a proposed sum is incorrect but may not
recognize when a converted fraction is incorrect). Including
correctness feedback with the grounding may help: Instead
of relying on the grounding alone to evaluate the action and
diagnose the error, the correctness feedback will evaluate
the error, freeing cognitive resources to focus on the
diagnosis.

Conclusions
This study shows an advantage for grounded feedback, and
certainly no disadvantage, compared to a strong control
condition. Students in this study seemed to be better able to
interpret the grounded feedback than students in the
previous study (Wiese, 2015), although the measures used
(rates of incorrectly pressing the “done” button and
performance on evaluation items) may be overly coarse.
Control students did purely procedural practice with the
fraction addition items, and improved on all test sections
from pre-test to post-test. Even though students in the
grounded condition had their mental resources split between
the procedure and the magnitude concepts, they improved
just as much on symbolic fraction addition, and
outperformed the control on the conceptual evaluation items
with symbols and magnitude. The dynamic view would
suggest that the grounded condition’s improvement on the
conceptual items should come at a cost to the procedural
ones. That grounded students improved as much as the
control on the procedural items offers some support to the
simultaneous activation theory.
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